Are you playing Russian
roulette with your sensitive data?

The ﬁrst step to protecting your HCM sensitive data is ﬁnding it: text ﬁelds, staging
and back-up tables, forms, and pages. The second step is securing and monitoring
that sensitive data in complex environments: seamless masking of production,
pre-production, non-production environments; supporting compliance needs for
conditional and location-aware masking; proactive monitoring of authorized user
access, and the like.
MENTIS Software has a SINGLE integrated solution that can fully secure your
HCM applications across environments and across your data’s lifecycle - from
discovery, masking, and monitoring all the way to retirement. Additionally, you can
extend this sensitive data protection seamlessly from HCM to other applications
for an enterprise-wide solution.
Founded and run by a visionary, MENTIS Software is passionate about sensitive
data security and has been building technology products and working with
enterprise customers in securing sensitive conﬁdential data since 2004. A pioneer
in data security, MENTIS is among the most established in this business and our
customers today have live, secured environments across such disparate industries as
Financial Services, Education, Retail, and Healthcare.

WHAT MENTIS
CUSTOMERS HAVE
TO SAY
“In 17 years’ working on this
system, there is no way I could have
known that.”
-HCM application owner
talking about the value of
MENTIS’ Sensitive Data
Discovery™

ANALYST
ACCOLADES
Challenger - Gartner Data
Masking Magic Quadrant - (2013
– 2015), Visionary (2012), Cool
Vendor (2008)

When you engage MENTIS, you get proven technology that has codiﬁed best
practices and techniques into a unique, intelligent design and architecture.
MENTIS’ technology solutions scale and work in large enterprises with complex
environments and yet are logical, intuitive, and easy to use. Customers also ﬁnd us
practical, helpful, and easy to work with, making us ideal partners for such an
important journey. In summary, securing sensitive data is an urgent, mission-critical
task for enterprises.

“As a demonstration of its vision,
MENTIS DDM incorporates user
location data and allows the
creation of location-aware masking
policies.”

ENTERPRISE-READY SOLUTIONS
MENTIS’ core enterprise sensitive data intelligence covers discovery, static data
masking, dynamic data masking, monitoring, and retirement lifecycle.

“MENTIS goes further, in our
opinion, than any other supplier in
its facilities for discovering
sensitive data.”

Innovator - Bloor Data Masking
Market Update – (2015)

Unique intelligent design that addresses solution needs for complex enterprises:
• Support for different databases - hierarchical, relational, ﬂat ﬁles
• Fast and efficient discovery with no false negatives and reduced false positives
• Static data masking - no latency, no performance overhead
• Dynamic data masking – conditional and location-aware masking
• Works across environments – on-premise, hosted, and cloud
• Extensive security intelligence for proactive monitoring and reporting
MENTIS’ proven 3D Implementation™ methodology (Deﬁne, Design, Deliver)
means rapid implementation - measured in just weeks and months - that can
reduce both risk and total cost of ownership.
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MENTIS products
DISCOVEr ACCURATELY
MENTIS iDiscover™ has predeﬁned classiﬁcations, masking rules (which can be conﬁgured), and comprehensive
discovery. Scanning database, code, and users reduces false positives, and makes it fast and easy to do this exercise.
A shared sensitive data intelligence repository makes
downstream masking, monitoring, and retirement
consistent.
MENTIS Oracle EBS™ and PeopleSoft™ Intelligence
Packs MENTIS has built application speciﬁc intelligence
packs for Oracle™, Peoplesoft™ that enable rapid and
complete discovery and mapping of sensitive data ﬁelds
in databases, applications including Forms, pages , code ,
integration of roles and permissions for user access.
MASK SEAMLESSLY
MENTIS iMask™ product works with iDiscover to apply
the same rules and classiﬁcations for dynamic data
masking. The unique architecture allows support across
on-premise, hosted, and cloud production environments
with conditional and location-aware data masking.
MENTIS iScramble™ works across hierarchical and
relational databases and ﬂat ﬁles. Integrated with the iDiscover engine, iScramble supports 54 different types of
masking (with ﬂexibility to add additional methods) while maintaining application and referential integrity.
iScramble’s unique architecture does not impose performance constraints.
MONITOR CONTINUOUSLY
MENTIS iMonitor™ In real-time, iMonitor™ logs access to sensitive data without putting unnecessary overhead on
your environment. With MENTIS monitoring and intrusion prevention, you can detect, prevent, and manage
unauthorized user access across production and non-production environments.
RETIRE SECURELY
MENTIS iRetire™ checks for sensitive data from iDiscover™ for archive environments. Identiﬁed locations are then
tokenized and placed in a secure server. Any retrieval of archived data will show masked data unless there is speciﬁed
permission for detokenization.
MENTIS iSubset™ allows the slicing of production database from cloned environments to provide holistic and
meaningful data for test and development environments.
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